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SPECIFICATIONS BOOKIE & AUTO BOOKIE
PAPER SIZE 197mm x 273mm to 297mm x 420mm

MAX. STAPLING AMOUNT 12 sheets of 80gsm paper*

STAPLING OPTIONS Side staple, saddle staple

MAX. FOLDING AMOUNT 10 sheets of 80gsm paper (40 page booklet)*

VOLTAGE 230V 50Hz (Auto Bookie)

WATT 40W (Auto Bookie)

DIMENSIONS 500mm x 528mm x 222mm

WEIGHT (KG) 13
*Owing to the wide variety of paper stocks, the above specifications may vary.  
Always request confirmation of the specifications for a particular application.

Duplo International Ltd, Sandown Industrial Park,
Mill Road, Esher, Surrey KT10 8BL, England
telephone: +44 (0)1372 468131
fax: +44 (0)1372 460252
email: duplo@duplointernational.com
website: www.duplointernational.com

‘Duplo is a trade mark of the Duplo Corporation’

‘Duplo International Ltd is a subsidiary of Duplo I.T. S.A.’

Duplo has a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the right to amend the above specifications without prior notice.

With the Duplo Bookies, presenting your documents in a booklet format couldn’t be easier.  Double-sided prints

are turned into a booklet in seconds enhancing your documentation presentation.

COMPACT
These compact desk-top machines provide saddle and side stapling or folding only, for A4 and A5 books with

different staple locations.

MULTIPLE USES
Ideal applications include school, church and association magazines, 

small handbooks, orders of service and information manuals.

Not only are the Duplo Bookies easy to operate, but there is also the choice between 

hand-operated and semi-automatic models.  Operation is simple:

• Place the sheets in the Bookie between the user friendly paper size guides.

• Move the staple lever across and back, wind the handle of the Bookies to fold the paper 

and eject the completed booklet or;

• As the handle is drawn back, the Auto Bookie automatically folds and ejects the newly created booklet.

Duplo Bookies

The easy and cost effective solution for booklet making


